The purpose of this article is to provide an overview and practical guide to occupational health professionals concerning the derivation and use of dose estimates in risk assessment
INTRODUCTION: BASIC CONCEPTS OF DOSIMETRY
T he dose of a toxicant is the amount (e.g., mg or mg/kg) of that substance that enters the body from exposure by any route. For example, occupational exposure to an airborne substance at a given average airborne concentration (e.g., mg/m 3 ) during the workday would result in a certain inhaled dose, depending on various factors including properties of the substance (e.g., airborne particle size and shape) and of the individual (e.g., exertion level, breathing patterns, and respiratory tract morphology and physiology). Some fraction of the inhaled dose deposits in the respiratory tract and may also be absorbed and transported systemically (which could affect other organs) and may be retained in the body or cleared. The target tissue dose of a toxin is the amount of the total internal dose that reaches a specific tissue and is associated with adverse biological response. Dosimetry study and practice involves determining the amount, rate, and distribution of a substance in the body. Dosimetry models and methods are used in risk assessment in various applications (Table I) .
One of the most common uses of dosimetry methods in risk assessment involves estimating the internal dose associated with an adverse health effect in animals or humans. (This associated internal dose has also been called a critical effect level, the effective dose, or simply an effect level). Alternatively, the external exposure or the administered dose may be used as an effect level, although the internal dose (measured, or estimated in a validated dosimetry model) may be more predictive of the adverse health outcome. Dosimetry models also enable science-based extrapolation of dose across species since for most substances, human health effects data are not available and animal toxicology study data are used to identify an effect level.
TABLE I. Uses of Dosimetry Models and Methods in Quantitative Risk Assessment

Dosimetry model uses Description and examples
Biologically effective dose estimation Identify and quantify the dose metric associated with a specified toxicological effect in the target tissue Point of departure (POD) adjustment Normalize the POD dose from animals to humans through scaling (e.g., based on body weight or on the mass, volume, or surface area of an organ) to estimate the human-equivalent dose Route-to-route extrapolation Calculate the internal dose received via one route of exposure and predict dose for other exposure scenarios that result in the same internal dose Temporal adjustment of dose Characterize the influence of the rate and pattern of exposure on the retained dose to estimate the dose associated with other exposure scenarios Internal dose estimation in a population Estimate the dose distribution in an exposed population, including in a sensitive subpopulation Derive and interpret biological exposure indices (BEIs) Dose normalization across traditional and alternative testing strategies
Estimate equivalent doses across in vitro (cellular), in vivo (whole organism), and in silico (computational) assays and analyses
The effect level used in a health risk assessment is often called the point of departure (POD), since it is the point on the dose-response curve which is adjusted to estimate a lower dose (and associated risk) in the derivation of health-based exposure limits. Examples of effect level estimates include the no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL) or the lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL) as reported in an animal study, or the benchmark dose (BMD), which is the dose associated with a specified risk (e.g., 10%) of an adverse health effect (or benchmark response) as estimated from modeling the dose-response relationship.
(1-3) These effect levels can be estimated for either cancer or noncancer endpoints.
Once the POD is identified, dosimetry models and methods are often used to adjust the POD, which may include normalization of the dose across species (e.g., scaling the parameters affecting internal dose in animals and in humans), temporal extrapolation of the effect level (e.g., as observed in a subchronic animal study to a human working lifetime exposure), or extending the dose-response relationship (e.g., given an understanding of the factors that influence human variability in dose given exposure).
In the case of an inhaled toxicant, the critical parameters for processes that determine the inhaled dose include the portal of entry parameters such as the airway architecture, ventilation rate, and diffusion rate across lung tissues, as well as systemic parameters such as blood flow, metabolism, and elimination rates. The physicochemical properties of the inhaled agent interact dynamically with these parameters and are further influenced by exposure concentration, duration, and frequency. Dosimetry models describe the kinetic or physicochemical processes by using differential equations that are integrated over time to predict internal dose of the toxicant to the respiratory tract and/or internal organs. Several extensive reviews are available for dosimetry modeling of inhaled particles (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) and gas uptake. (4, 5, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) The degree of detail or sophistication in the dosimetry estimation depends on the level of data available and the purpose of the risk assessment (e.g., screening assessment or full risk characterization).
Through the dose-response relationship, dose estimation is an essential component in quantitative risk assessment. In this paper, several practical examples of dose estimation and OEL derivation are provided for inhaled gases and particulates. Key points of emphasis include the following.
• Dosimetry approaches can improve the accuracy and reduce the uncertainty of the internal dose estimates used to derive OELs.
• Dosimetric adjustments are used to better account for our understanding of toxicokinetics as reflected in interspecies differences, dose rate effects, and population variability.
• A variety of dosimetry approaches are available for application to OEL setting, and the tools to implement these approaches are becoming more accessible for routine use, as evidenced through currently published OELs.
HIERARCHICAL MODEL SELECTION CRITERIA
The selection of the dosimetry model to use in a particular risk assessment depends on the goals of the risk assessment (e.g., screening vs. full risk characterization), the degree of understanding about the biological mode of action (MOA), (17) and the level of detail and specificity of the data available. Biological MOA is defined as a sequence of key events and processes, starting with interaction of an agent with a cell, proceeding through functional and anatomical changes, and resulting in toxicity or cancer. (17) In a hierarchy of models (Table II) , as the complexity of the models increases, so do the specific data needs; but the benefits include greater precision • Default uncertainty factors for toxicokinetic differences in animals and humans (e.g., applied to estimate a human-equivalent NOAEL) • Categorical default (e.g., allometric scaling; interspecies minute ventilation; blood/air partition coefficients) • Data-derived adjustment factors (chemical-specific)
• Physiologically based pharmacokinetic model (PBPK) (e.g., exposure-dose models based on lung physicochemical properties)
• Biologically based dose-response (BBDR) model in the dose estimates and reduction of uncertainty. Default dosimetry models are simpler and require less data, but are associated with greater uncertainty, resulting in less information for decision making. If animal data are used, dosimetry concepts are used to estimate the equivalent dose in humans. An example of a commonly used simple interspecies dosimetric adjustment is that based on body weight scaling (allometry) or body weight to a power. (18) (19) (20) To account for metabolic differences across species (related to physiological time) to estimate kinetically-equivalent concentrations for carcinogen risk assessment, body weight to the 3/4 power has been used as a standard default dosimetry adjustment. (17, (19) (20) (21) The selection of dose metric (i.e., the measure of the dose) is another important consideration, and the best dose metrics are those that are most closely associated with the MOA determining the adverse response in the target tissue. A useful dose metric will have sufficient detail to accurately describe the adverse health effect at the duration of exposure for which the dose-response relationship is derived. (4, 22, 23) For example, peak concentration may be the best predictor of an acute irritant effect, whereas total integrated dose (over a period of time) of a biopersistent substance may better predict its chronic effect. It is also possible that the best dose metric could vary for the same substance that causes more than one adverse effect, depending on the MOA. For example, pulmonary inflammation and granulomas are associated with the mass, surface area, or volume dose of carbon nanotubes, (24, 25) whereas abnormal cell division may be better predicted by the number of individual nanostructures of certain dimension that are able to act as microtubules in dividing cells. (26) When animal data are used for the risk assessment, the POD ANIMAL is extrapolated to a human equivalent concentration (POD HEC ) to account for interspecies differences that influence the internal dose by applying, for example, a dosimetric adjustment factor (DAF) (see the sections on Calculating the DAF for Particles and Calculating the DAF for Gases and Vapors). The DAF can range from rudimentary algorithms with a minimal number of parameters that accommodate sparse databases, to more sophisticated biologicallybased dose-response (BBDR) model structures with detailed mechanistic descriptions of tissue responses. (4, 23, 27) In addition to the DAF, uncertainty factors are often employed to address uncertainty or variability in required extrapolations.
For example, in the case of a noncarcinogen, the POD HEC is often adjusted by uncertainty factors (UFs) that account for variability and uncertainty in its estimation. (28) These UFs include factors for toxicokinetics (influencing dose) and toxicodynamics (influencing response). (29) A physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) or BBDR model, if available, could replace or reduce some of these factors. (4, 6, 30) Considerations in selection of an optimal vs. default model structure include whether the model utilizes chemical-and species-specific mechanistic information or rather relies on categorical, empirical parameters for key determinants such as ventilation rates or mass transfer coefficient to respiratory tract tissues. Default model structures provide a limited description of mechanistic determinants of toxicant disposition and interaction with target tissue eliciting a critical response. Categorical or default values may be used for chemical and species parameters, and the dose metric is at a generic level of detail. Examples of default dosimetry methods include the general reference concentration (RfC) categorical methods. (4, 5) In contrast, optimal or preferred model structures describe all significant mechanistic determinants of toxicant disposition and interaction with the target tissue eliciting a critical response; the model parameters are chemical-and speciesspecific; and the dose metric is described with detail at the level of toxicity at the target organ. (4, 23, 27) PBPK or BBDR models are examples of optimal model structures (when the available data permit their use) compared to default methods (for more data-poor substances and exposure scenarios) ( Table II) .
The RfC methods introduced rudimentary models for the default DAF that relied on predominantly empirical descriptions of particle deposition and gas uptake, but nonetheless also represented reduced forms consistent with more sophisticated, detailed structures. (4, 5) The mass transfer coefficient used in the RfC methods is analogous to that used in computational fluid dynamic (CFD) and single-path mass transfer models of ozone and formaldehyde uptake, (11, (31) (32) (33) and the inhalability adjustments and fractional deposition algorithms for particles are analogous to those used in the respiratory tract model of the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and multiple-path particle dosimetry (MPPD) models (see the section on Respiratory Tract Models for Particles). What distinguishes these models is the degree of detail and data underlying different descriptions (e.g., delineation of bronchioles and interstitial compartments in the ICRP model, localized gas flux estimates within the upper respiratory tract (URT) for formaldehyde uptake in CFD models).
Some dosimetry models have been developed for wider use and provide user-friendly interfaces (e.g., MPPD animal and human models for deposition and clearance of inhaled particles in the respiratory tract). (34) Other dosimetry models may require more expertise in toxicokinetics and computer modeling such as PBPK or CFD models. (10, 15, 16, 35) Some models employ hybrid CFD-PBPK structures (36) to best capture behavior of gas uptake due to the combined influences of tissue metabolism and airway architecture. PBPK models have been used to improve dosimetry for risk analysis of numerous chemicals, e.g., PBPK models of trichloroethylene, (37) glycol ethers, (38) (39) (40) (41) or methyl iodide. (42, 43) These PBPK models were used to estimate internal dose and to estimate safe exposure levels or OELs based on, respectively: the sum of the parent compound (trichloroethylene) and metabolite concentration in blood; the average daily area under the blood concentration of metabolites and time curve (AUC) (glycol ethers); and separate dose estimates based on MOA for different endpoints extrapolated from animal data, including maximum concentration of methyl iodide in the brain for neurotoxic effects and fetal blood iodide AUC for developmental effects.
Interaction between a toxic agent and the biological system is complex, and it is preferable to have a comprehensive model that incorporates the mechanisms of chemical disposition, toxicant-target interactions, and tissue responses to describe the toxicity induced by an inhaled substance. Unfortunately, the data to construct such comprehensive models do not exist for most chemicals, in which cases, the more categorical or default approaches are typically used.
AGENT-SPECIFIC DOSIMETRY AND MODEL SELECTION
The principal physicochemical property of an inhaled substance that determines the probability that it will deposit somewhere in the respiratory tract is its physical state, whether the substance is a particulate (i.e., a solid particle or fiber or a liquid aerosol) or it is in a gaseous state (gas or vapor). Once deposited, the internal dose over time will depend on the extent to which the substance is cleared or whether it is retained in the respiratory tract or translocates to another tissue or organ. The main regions of the respiratory tract include: extrathoracic (nasal, pharyngeal, laryngeal), tracheobronchial (airways), and pulmonary or alveolar (gas exchange) (Figure 1 ). These regions are also where adverse responses associated with the target tissue dose have been observed (which can be quantified in dose-response modeling for risk assessment). These regions also correspond to the inhalable, thoracic, and respirable particle size fractions for airborne sampling [ACGIH, Appendix C (44) ]. Inhalable refers to the fraction of airborne particulate matter that is hazardous when deposited anywhere in the respiratory tract; thoracic is the airborne fraction that is hazardous when deposited in the lung airways (tracheobronchial region) and gas-exchange (pulmonary) regions; and respirable is the airborne fraction that is hazardous when deposited in the gas-exchange (pulmonary) region of the respiratory tract. These concepts, and their implications for risk assessment, are discussed in more detail below for particles and fibers and for gases and vapors.
Particles and Fibers
Deposition Mechanisms
The deposition of inhaled substances in the human respiratory tract depends on the aerodynamic diameter for particles larger than approximately 300-500 nm in diameter or on the diffusion diameter and density for smaller particles (including nanoparticles) (Figure 2 ). Aerodynamic equivalent diameter is the diameter of a standard-density (1 g/cm 3 ) sphere having the same terminal velocity when settling under gravity as the particle under consideration. (7, (45) (46) (47) Diffusion equivalent diameter is diameter of a sphere with the same thermal or Brownian diffusivity as the particle under consideration. (7, (45) (46) (47) The main deposition mechanisms are impaction, sedimentation, and interception for particles with aerodynamic diameters greater than approximately 500 nm, whereas diffusion is the predominant deposition mechanism for smaller particles ( Figure 3 ). (7, (45) (46) (47) These competing deposition mechanisms result in minimal deposition efficiency at approximately 500 nm ( Figure 2 ). For nonspherical particles such as fibers, shape and orientation can be additional factors influencing deposition. (47) (48) (49) Respiratory tract deposition models take these properties into account to predict the deposited dose in each region. In addition to the particle properties, individual factors such as age, gender, breathing pattern (e.g., nasal only or oronasal), and activity level (e.g., resting or exercising) can also influence the ventilation rate and thereby particle deposition in the respiratory tract. Deposition models can also account for these factors (4, 7, 34) and some consider other sources of inter-individual variability (e.g., lung morphology or clearance rate differences in healthy populations) (see the section on Respiratory Tract Models for Particles).
Clearance and Retention Mechanisms
Clearance of a deposited dose depends on the initial site of deposition within the respiratory tract, physicochemical properties such as solubility, and the time since deposition. Soluble particles dissolve in alveolar lining fluid and enter the blood or lymph directly. (7, 8, 50) The rates of dissolution and transfer of soluble particles into blood depend primarily on the physicochemical properties of the material, and thus do not differ widely across species. (8) Clearance rates of poorly soluble particles, however, can differ among species due to differences in the rates of mucociliary transport in the conducting airways and of macrophage-mediated clearance from the alveolar region. (51) Poorly soluble particles that deposit in the bronchial region are cleared mainly by cilia that line the airways and FIGURE 1. Human respiratory tract regions -associated with differences in particle-size specific deposition and clearance, and with differences in target tissue responses. (89) (Drawing from Dr. Jack Harkema. Reproduced with permission from Environmental Health Perspectives . (89) ).
move mucous and other fluids toward the mouth, carrying any particles or other exogenous materials along. Particles that deposit in the pulmonary region are cleared by alveolar macrophages that phagocytose (engulf) particles, where they are dissolved or are transported to the tracheobronchial region and cleared by the mucociliary escalator. (50) Retention refers to the temporal distribution of uncleared particles in the respiratory tract. (52) In humans, two distinct phases of particle retention have been observed. The first phase is thought to represent mucociliary clearance of particles depositing in the tracheobronchial region and is complete within approximately 24 hr, although a particle size-dependent slow clearance fraction has also been demonstrated. (7 , 53) The second phase-described by retention half-times from approximately 30 to several hundred days-is considered to represent particle clearance within the alveoli (air sacs) and interstitium (connective tissue separating the alveoli) of the pulmonary region. (7) The range of retention half-times in the second phase may represent macrophage-mediated clearance to the mucociliary escalator (for the shorter half-times), while the longer half-times may represent particles that escape alveolar macrophages and enter the interstitium. Retention of inhaled particles is increased when clearance is slower, as observed in some workers (retired coal miners) for whom the clearance rate was shown to be several times slower than that in healthy adults without occupational dust exposure. (54, 55) Clearance is also reduced among individuals with some diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (including that resulting from occupational dust exposure) or among smokers; and ICRP recommends reducing the clearance rate by a factor of two when estimating the retained particle dose among individuals with COPD. 
Interspecies Comparison of Clearance and Retention
Similar clearance pathways exist in humans and laboratory animals, although the relative importance of these pathways may vary. (56) Normal pulmonary clearance of particles is approximately 10 times faster in rats than in humans. (57, 58) Reasons may include differences in the particle deposition fraction and pattern within the respiratory tract regions, the number of respiratory bronchioles and clearance pathway length, and the alveolar macrophage number and mobility. (59) The location of dust retention in the lungs also differs between rats and primates, with a greater proportion of poorly soluble particles retained within macrophages in alveolar ducts and lumen in rats vs. within the pulmonary interstitium of monkeys and FIGURE 2. Particle aerodynamic diameter and deposition efficiency in human respiratory tract regions. ICRP model: (7) light exercise, nose breathing. Regional deposition fraction depends on aerodynamic diameter (particles >300-500 nm) or on diffusion diameter (particles <300-500 nm).
humans. (60, 61) When the rat lung dose is sufficient to cause overloading of lung clearance, (62) particle transport to the interstitium increases. (63) FIGURE 3. Factors influencing the deposition of inhaled particles in the respiratory tract. (4) The mechanisms of particle deposition include: sedimentation from the gravitational settling of particles on the airway surfaces; impaction at airway bifurcations from the collision of particles in the airstream; and diffusion from brownian motion (random displacement of particles due to bombardment by air molecules causing small particles to come into contact with the airway walls).
Studies in humans have shown that first-order clearance models underpredict the retained lung dose of particles in individuals with either high exposures (coal miners in the U.S.A. and U.K.) (64) or low exposures (nuclear workers exposed to low levels of radioactive particles in France and the U.S.A.). (65, 66) These and other studies (including those showing a slow particle clearance component in bronchial airways) have led to proposed revisions to the ICRP model. (67) In evaluations of several human lung clearance models, a higher-order clearance model that includes sequestration-interstitialization of particles has been shown to best predict the long-term particle retention in humans. (65, 66, (68) (69) (70) The rat-based overload model (i.e., first-order clearance at low exposure and dose-dependent decline in clearance at high exposure) underpredicted human lung burden at low exposure and overpredicted the lung burden at high exposures. (64, 68) Because of the faster normal clearance in rats, only at doses that overload lung clearance does the rat achieve lung burdens that are comparable to those observed in workers in dusty jobs (e.g., coal miners). (71, 72) Species differences that result in different target tissue doses given exposure are important to consider when extrapolating animal data to humans for risk assessment. Such factors can be taken into account by using validated dosimetry models in order to estimate species-equivalent doses.
Respiratory Tract Models for Particles
One of the earlier models to estimate the dose of inhaled particles in the respiratory tract across species is the U.S. EPA model of the regional deposited dose (RDD) in several animal species and humans. (4) The RDDs can be calculated for the extrathoracic (head/nasal), tracheobronchial, pulmonary, or total respiratory tract depending on the region(s) relevant to the adverse health outcomes. The RDD ratio (RDDR) is used to adjust the animal deposited dose to a human-equivalent concentration for use in a risk assessment. The RDDR software does not provide estimation of particle clearance or retention. Use of the RDDR software has decreased over time with the development of alternative software tools such as the Multiple Path Particle Dosimetry (MPPD) model for humans and rats. (34, 73) Nevertheless, many risk assessments are based on POD adjustments derived using this method, especially for other laboratory animal species such as mice and guinea pigs.
The MPPD model is a widely-used dosimetry software that is freely available. (34, 73) The MPPD model includes both human and rat respiratory tract models of the deposition and clearance of spherical particles. (74, 75) The human model options include several deposition models and the ICRP clearance model. (7) Recently, the lung geometry for the non-human primate was also published. (76) Typical input parameters include particle characteristics (e.g., aerodynamic size distribution parameters and density), breathing frequency and pattern, and exposure concentration and duration. Total, regional, and airway-specific lung doses (e.g., individual lung lobes) are predicted as a function of particle properties and breathing parameters. Tutorials are provided with the MPPD software.
An evaluation of several human lung deposition models showed similar predictions of the total respiratory tract deposition fraction, as well as the deposition fractions in the tracheobronchial and alveolar regions. (75) However, in the models that include information about inter-individual variability in airway morphology, a three-fold difference in airway deposition fraction estimates was observed. (75) The most appropriate model to select depends on both the data available and the purpose for the predictions.
Respiratory Tract Models for Nano-Scale Particles
In general, the deposition efficiency of spherical nanoparticles in the respiratory tract of humans and rats is reasonably well understood. (77) The pulmonary (alveolar) region is a major deposition site, reaching approximately 50% deposition for nanoparticles of 10-20 nm diameter (Figure 2 ), while the smaller nanoparticles deposit to a greater extent in the tracheobronchial and head airways. (7) The total respiratory tract deposition efficiency of nanoparticles increases as the particle diameter decreases, exceeding 90% for the smallest nanoparticles ( Figure 2 ). (7) Improved predictions of nanoparticle deposition efficiency in the human respiratory tract models are achieved by accounting for particle-specific axial diffusion and dispersion effects during transport. (78) These model refinements have been included in a recent version (2.11) of the MPPD model. (34) The clearance and retention of deposited nanoparticles are less well known, although animal studies have provided some insights. In rats, the long-term pulmonary clearance of nanoparticles was similar to that of other poorly-soluble, micrometer-diameter particles, and particles in both size categories were retained in the rat lungs at 6 months. (79, 80) However, some nanoparticles can escape alveolar macrophage phagocytosis to a greater extent, (81) allowing for increased access of nanoparticles to the lung interstitium and possibly to the pleura, as observed in mice exposed to single-wall carbon nanotubes. (24) Nanoparticles can readily pass into cells through diffusion or adhesive interactions rather than through endocytotic processes as for larger particles. (82, 83) Being similar in size to proteins, nanoparticles can bind with proteins in lung surfactant, which may facilitate their translocation across the air-blood barrier to systemic circulation. (84) The percentage of nanoparticles that translocate from the lungs to other organs (liver, spleen, kidneys, heart, brain) is relatively small (e.g., <1%), (85) although translocation rates depend on both particle size and surface properties-with more rapid translocation (within hours) for carbon than iridium and for smaller than larger nanoparticles. (85) (86) (87) PBPK models are beginning to be developed to describe the clearance and translocation of nanoparticles from rodent lungs, (88, 178) although long-term kinetics data are still limited.
In a pathway previously shown for viruses, inhaled nanoparticles including metals have been shown to translocate to the brain via the olfactory nerve in rats. (89) (90) (91) (92) Deposition patterns of microscale and nanoscale particles have been evaluated in a human nasal model. (93) In order to estimate the fraction of inhaled particles available for olfactory transport, models been developed to describe the deposition efficiency of nanoparticles in the nasal olfactory region. (94) These revisions are being implemented in the rat model of MPPD. (34) 
Respiratory Tract Models for Fibers
A user-friendly model and accompanying software are not yet available for estimating deposited dose and retention of inhaled nonspherical particles in the respiratory tract, these are currently under development as an extension to MPPD. Simplified methods to estimate the fiber deposition fraction in the respiratory tract involve calculating the spherical equivalent diameter of the fiber. (95) Some mathematical models for inhaled fibers have been published that adequately describe the experimental data on fiber deposition and clearance in the respiratory tract. (49, 96, 97) Orientation of the fiber influences its behavior in air, and can change with air flow (e.g., turbulence). Most available models describe fiber dimensions as cylinders, but additional complexity to best describe the aerodynamics and clearance may arise from the irregular structures of many airborne fibers (i.e., departing from straight cylinder geometry), including chrysotile asbestos and carbon nanotubes.
Earlier models for deposition of fibers in the human respiratory tract developed by Asgharian and Yu (98) (99) (100) have been refined to provide further developments such as more realistic mathematical descriptions of lung morphology (e.g., multipath airway branching in the rat) as well as the fiber orientation in air which influences deposition efficiency. (59, 96, (101) (102) (103) These enhancements permit region-specific estimates of dose, and the rat model indicates hot-spots of fiber deposition in the bifurcations of the airways. Dose-dependent overloading of pulmonary clearance in rats is also taken into account in these models. Fibers that are cleared slowly have a higher probability of being taken up in epithelial cells, and also of being translocated to the mesothelial tissue lining the lungs (target tissue for mesothelioma).
Clearance of fibers from the respiratory tract is influenced by fiber diameter and solubility. (104) Models of fiber clearance from the respiratory tract in rats have been developed; (101, 103, 104) and similar model structures are now addressing fiber deposition and clearance in humans. (49, 102) The latter model shows different regional dose estimates by fiber properties and breathing patterns. (49, 97) 
Calculating the DAF for Particles
As discussed in the section Introduction: Basic Concepts of Dosimetry, an animal exposure associated with an adverse health effect (e.g., POD) is extrapolated to a human-equivalent concentration (HEC) by applying a dosimetric adjustment factor (DAF) (4, 6) to account for differences in the factors that influence the internal dose in each species. That is:
A simple example of deriving a DAF and POD HEC is illustrated here for a respirable toxicant for which the relevant dose metric is assumed to be the average daily deposited lung dose (e.g., mass of soluble particles) based on the U.S. EPA default method. (4) Particle number or surface area could be substituted for mass if the MOA suggests this is a better metric.
The first step is to adjust the rat NOAEL (or other POD) to account for differences between the experimental regimen and the human exposure pattern (e.g., occupational). Assuming the rat exposure was 6 hr/d, 5 d/wk, an adjustment is needed only for the hours per day (to be equivalent to 8 hr/d 5 d/wk workplace exposure):
The NOAEL ADJ in this example is used as the POD ANIMAL in Equation (1) . The human-equivalent NOAEL (i.e., POD HEC ) is then estimated by adjusting for the differences in the rat and human ventilation rate (VE), the particle size-specific deposition fraction (DF) (e.g., mass in the pulmonary region of the respiratory tract), and a normalizing factor (NF) such as the surface area of the respiratory tract target tissue in the URT, tracheobronchial (TB) and/or pulmonary (PU) region, (4, 6) as follows:
Ventilation rates for rats can be calculated from an allometric formula with species-specific parameters, given the body weight (e.g., Tables 4-6 in U.S. EPA (4) ). For example, it would be 2.1 L/min for a 300 g rat. The human ventilation rate (corresponding to the reference worker value of 9.6 m 3 /8-hr d) is 20 L/min. (7) The deposition fraction in the full respiratory tract or target region can be estimated from a dosimetry model (e.g., MPPD) (34, 73) by providing the input parameters for the airborne size distribution (e.g., mass median aerodynamic diameter and geometric standard deviation) and the density. (Alternatively, the EPA RDDR software (4) can be used to calculate a single regional deposited dose ratio (RDDR), which incorporates the three factors applied to the NOAEL ADJ in (Equation 3)).
For example, the pulmonary mass deposition fraction for particles with MMAD of 1 µm, geometric standard deviation (GSD) of 2 µm, and density of 1 g/ml, is estimated to be 0.095 in humans and 0.056 in rats (these and other respiratory tract region deposition fractions are shown in Figure 4 ). The normalizing factor may be selected to account for the species differences, for example, in the alveolar epithelial cell surface area (of 102 and 0.4 m 2 , respectively, in humans and rats) to normalize the dose of respirable particles that deposit in the pulmonary region. Thus, assuming, for example, an animal NOAEL of 1 mg/m 3 , the POD HEC is calculated as:
To derive the OEL, the POD HEC would be divided by appropriate uncertainty and variability factors (e.g., factors of 10 or 3.3) (see Dankovic et al. (28) ). The toxicokinetic component of the interspecies uncertainty factor may not be needed if the DAF takes sufficient account of the relevant dose adjustment (e.g., an acute effect that depends on the regional deposited dose). However, it should be noted that in this example, the clearance and retention differences in animals and humans have not been taken into account, which would be relevant for chronic health effects associated with respirable poorly soluble particles. Because pulmonary clearance is slower in humans than rats (see the section on Interspecies Comparison of Clearance and Retention), the human-equivalent concentration of poorly-soluble particles would be lower given long-term exposure (e.g., working lifetime). In that case, a human lung dosimetry model (e.g., ICRP; (7) ARA (34) ) can be used to estimate directly the exposure concentration (e.g., 8-hr time-weighted average, TWA) associated with a humanequivalent retained lung dose.
Gases
Gas Uptake Factors
The major factors influencing the uptake and absorption of gases in the respiratory tract include convection, diffusion, dissolution, and chemical reactions. (4, 5, 11, 27, 30) Convection induced by a pressure gradient during chest expansion causes the bulk movement of an inhaled gas in the respiratory tract. Molecular diffusion accompanies convection due to local concentration gradients. Solubility and reactivity are the two major properties of gases that influence their biological interaction with the respiratory tract. (4, 5, 23, 27, 30) Absorption of gases results in their removal from the airway lumen and affects the concentration gradients in tissues at the site of deposition, blood circulation, and systemic organs. Chemical reactions in the respiratory tract tissues can increase absorption by acting as a sink to drive the concentration gradient. Reactivity includes both the propensity for dissociation of the parent gas in the tissue (e.g., hydrolysis) or its ability to react either spontaneously or via enzymatic reaction in the respiratory tract tissues. Systemic metabolism can also drive the concentration gradient for gases that are removed from the respiratory tract by blood perfusion. Thus, the disposition of gases in the body is determined by their rate of transfer from the airstream to the tissues, the capacity of the tissues (whether respiratory tract or systemic tissues) to retain the material, and the rate of elimination of the parent or metabolite(s) by chemical reaction, exhalation, metabolism and excretion.
Gas Categories
The U.S. EPA gas categorization scheme describes the different modeling structures that might be needed to arrive at dose estimates for different gases or vapors (Table III) . (4, 5) The goal of these models is a description of the dosimetry of inhaled gases that is commensurate with the available dosimetry data, the physicochemical properties of the gas, the nature and location of the toxicity, and the level of detail regarding the (34) Example is for particles with mass median aerodynamic diameter of 1 µm and geometric standard deviation of 2. Additional input parameters selected include: Human model (Yeh-Shum); human reference worker breathing rate and pattern (i.e., 20 L/min, as tidal volume 1143 ml and breathing frequency 17.5/min; oronasal normal augmenter). Inhalability adjustment was selected in both human and rat models; other parameters were the default values in each model.
MOA
. (23, 27) However, it should be recognized that the gas category scheme represents a way to select specific model components from a continuum and that the same broad model structure could be applied to all categories. The framework has motivated many of the modeling efforts described herein for reactive gases in the URT. (105) Category 1 gases (e.g., chlorine, formaldehyde, vinyl acetate) are either water soluble or reactive, and are thus scrubbed out of the inhaled air primarily in the extrathoracic (ET) region at low exposure concentrations. Such gases typically exhibit a proximal to distal penetration and toxicity profile with increasing exposure concentration. (4, 11, 23, 27) High levels of deposition in discrete regions of the nose combined with high reactivity leads to the potential for localized tissue damage. Only a small percentage of a Category 1 gas penetrates beyond the ET at low concentrations typical of ambient exposures, with this penetration greatest during exercise when ventilation rates are the highest. (4, 106) Potential high exposures could occur with emergency situations (e.g., fires/explosions that involved release of reactive gases and vapors) and could result in increased penetration to the lower respiratory tract resulting in tissue damage and subsequent clinical effects. Exposure limits based on preventing such acute health effects include the Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health (IDLH) or Acute Exposure Guideline Levels (AEGL) values. Category 2 gases are intermediate in reactivity and water solubility, which allows them to penetrate more readily beyond the ET and into the bronchi, and to a lesser extent the PU region. Some gases have the potential to accumulate in blood and thus have systemic as well as local effects, or may also deliver the toxicant back to the airway tissues from the endothelial side of the respiratory/circulatory tissues, where it may reinteract with respiratory tract tissues and/or be exhaled. (4, 23, 27) While not as reactive as Category 1 gases, Category 2 gases such as ozone can still attack cellular constituents in the respiratory epithelium. Their potential to produce damage can be enhanced because they penetrate deeper into the airways where the protective mucus layer is thinner. (4, 107) However, mucus is not always effective as a protective barrier since toxic reaction products can be formed in mucus and these can penetrate to underlying epithelial tissue. (108) Category 3 gases, such as the chlorinated solvents chloroform and trichloroethylene, have limited reactivity in the respiratory epithelium and are generally water insoluble. They are not scrubbed out in the conducting airways but instead readily penetrate to the PU region where they are available to be absorbed into the systemic circulation. The site of toxicity is typically distal to the respiratory tract, although metabolism in airway tissues can lead to portal-of-entry effects.
As mentioned, the chemical characteristics represent a continuum, and these categories are used as a convenience to guide the choice of model structures for use in risk assessment. In particular, distinguishing between Category 2 and Category 3 gases can be challenging. For example, metabolism (a listed characteristic of Category 2 gases) (Table III) can also occur to some extent for many of the Category 3 compounds, so that the choice of a model structure in this case will largely depend on the available database to characterize the MOA and the relative contribution of tissue reactions including metabolism to an accurate description of dose
Calculating the DAF for Gases and Vapors
The general concept of adjusting the animal exposure level associated effect (POD) by the factors that influence the internal dose in humans is analogous to that described for inhaled particles (see the section on Calculating the DAF for Particles). For gases and vapors, a simple default DAF is the regional gas deposition ratio (RGDR r ). The RGDR r is the ratio of regional gas dose in laboratory animal species to that of humans for region (r) of interest for the toxic effect, i.e., (RGD r )ANIMAL/(RGD r )HUMAN.
where NOAEL ADJ is defined in Equation (2) . The type of information needed to calculate an RGDR r includes: the target respiratory tract region(s), physicochemical properties of the gas such as its water solubility and tissue reactivity, speciesspecific surface areas of the respiratory tract regions of interest, ventilation rates, and the mass transfer coefficient or the blood:air partition coefficient. Derivation of the default analytical solutions for calculation of the RGDR r are provided in detail in the U.S. EPA methods; (4 , 109) and the default algorithms for Category 1 and 3 gases provided briefly herein for a single respiratory tract region of a Category 1 gas and for Category 3 gases to provide context for some of the concepts discussed earlier.
As for inhaled particles (see the section on Calculating the DAF for Particles), calculations are made to adjust human occupational to environmental exposures, which include adjustment for an 8 vs. 24-hr day and a 45-year working lifetime vs. a full lifetime (75 or 80 years have been used). Breathing rates to reflect differences in activity level during the day are also typically adjusted as needed. These can be simple arithmetic adjustments or may be done within a dosimetry model.
RGDR for Category 1 Gases. As mentioned earlier, uptake of a gas is dictated by its mass transfer coefficient, consisting of a gas-phase component and tissue-phase component. (4, 5, 11) Realistic gas uptake models must account for coupled vapor exchange dynamics between the air and tissue phases. (15) In the case of Category 1 gases, description of dose delivered to the tissue in a given region must account for the scrubbing of the gas out of the airstream as it travels through the nose (proximal) to alveolar (distal) airway. The scrubbing is caused by uptake of the gas into the tissue, for example by reactions such as metabolism in the tissue. If the rate of metabolism is fast, as is assumed for reactive gases, then the gas-phase component dictates the overall mass transfer. The amount of gas traversing the gas-phase in the airway of a given region in the respiratory tract is balanced by the mass absorbed at the gas:tissue interface.
From this derivation it can be appreciated that the CFD or single-path mass transfer models are preferred to more accurately describe the species-specific anatomical influences on airflow delivery (mass transfer) and PBPK models for tissue kinetics. A recent analysis of the uptake of reactive gases in different species using CFD models developed after the 1994 RfC methods by the U.S. EPA concluded that the RGDR r for category 1 gases is approximately 1 in most cases. (5) RGDR for Category 3 Gases.. To adjust for the extrarespiratory dose of category 3 gases in humans, the default RGDR is calculated as the ratio of the blood:gas (air) partition coefficients (H b/g ) in animals and humans, as shown:
The underlying model structure is that of a ventilation: perfusion model in which the blood:gas partition coefficient is used to modulate the rate of transfer from the alveolar region to the blood. A value of 1 is used as the default RGDR value if the ratio of partition coefficients is greater than 1 or if these partition coefficients are not known. This default was chosen as a protective approach to extrapolate across species, (4) and ensures that the human-equivalent exposure concentration is less than that for the laboratory animal. Blood:air partition coefficients are available in various references (e.g., Gargas et al. (110) ). The use of a constant value (e.g., 1) for the ratio of blood:air partition coefficients in animals and humans is based on the assumption of periodic (i.e., the same pattern week by week) kinetics. This assumption may be reasonable for chronic, continuous exposure to volatile gases (e.g., 24 h/d), although it would not be an adequate assumption for estimating the internal body dose given occupational exposures (e.g., 8-hr/d and 40 hr/wk) if those exposures do not result in steadystate tissue concentrations (i.e., due to an equilibrium between gas uptake and elimination). Blood:air partition coefficients are available in various references (e.g., Gargas et al. (110) ). Alternative methods to the use of various default assumptions may include biologically-based algorithms and quantitative structure activity relationships. (111) 
AGENT-SPECIFIC EXAMPLES
The process of considering the type of dosimetry calculations needed for a given substance includes basic considerations of its physicochemical properties, the observed site of toxicity, and the route of exposure. This information is typically obtained from literatures searches and other sources (e.g., material safety data sheets or other information from the manufacturer), as well as evaluation of the conditions of use of the specific substance. The purpose of the risk assessment and the amount of data available (e.g., concerning mode of action) are other important considerations in determining whether a simple default approach or a more biologically-based mechanistic model is needed to estimate the dose in humans. Some examples of dosimetry models applied in deriving OELs for inhaled particles and gases are provided in this section.
Working Lifetime Lung Dose Estimation for Poorly Soluble Particles
Poorly soluble particles can cause adverse lung effects that are associated with their biopersistence in lung tissue at sites of particle deposition (e.g., airway bifurcations, alveoli) or translocation (interstitium or pleura). Thus, the relevant dose duration metric is the retained dose in the lungs over a full (45-year) working lifetime (vs. average daily dose as described in the section on Calculating the DAF for Particles). The dose metric of total particle surface area of retained particles in the lungs has been shown to be associated with the MOA evidence (secondary genotoxicity via persistent inflammation) for the adverse lung responses (pulmonary inflammation and cancer). (72) This dose metric describes well the dose-response relationships for the category of low toxicity poorly soluble particles despite differences in particles size, chemical composition, and crystal structure. Based on these findings, a quantitative risk assessment of fine and ultrafine titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) was conducted to estimate the working lifetime dose of TiO 2 in the alveolar region of the lungs that was equivalent to a POD estimated from rat dose-response data. (72) The key steps in the TiO 2 risk assessment are highlighted in Figure 5 . Statistical models were fit to the rat dose-response data from subchronic and chronic inhalation studies. The rat lung dose of TiO 2 was measured in these studies (as retained particle mass), and thus no dosimetry modeling was needed for the rat data. The particle surface area lung dose was estimated based on measurements of the specific surface area (i.e., surface area per unit mass). The POD ANIMAL was the benchmark dose lower confidence limit (BMDL), which is the 95% lower confidence limit estimate of the BMD. In this example, the BMD and BMDL are estimates of the retained lung dose associated with a 1/1000 excess risk of lung cancer based on the weighted average of three nonlinear models. The POD ANIMAL was normalized to a human-equivalent lung dose by adjusting for differences in alveolar epithelial surface area (as shown in the section on Calculating the DAF for Particles). The total surface area dose of retained particles in human lungs was converted back to the retained particle mass lung dose (again using the specific surface area of fine or ultrafine TiO 2 ). This was done in order to utilize the human lung dosimetry models (for which the input air concentrations and predicted lung dose outputs are mass-based) to estimate the working lifetime average concentration that would result in the retained lung burden. The MPPD 2.0 human deposition model, (73) which uses the ICRP clearance model, (7) and the interstitialsequestration model were used to estimate the working lifetime concentrations. (68) The estimates from these models differed by a factor of 2-3 (with the interstitial-sequestration model predicting lower airborne concentrations associated with the working lifetime retained lung burden).
PBPK Model for Systemic Effects of Category 3 Gases: Example of Methylene Chloride
The derivation of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) for methylene chloride (112) provides a useful example of considerations involved in using internal dosimetry of a Category 3 gas to derive an OEL. In January, 1997, OSHA released a Final Rule reducing the allowable 8-hr TWA exposure to methylene chloride from 500 ppm to 25 ppm. OSHA estimated that this change would reduce the working lifetime cancer risk from 126 to 3.62 excess cancers per 1000 workers. OSHA arrived at these risk estimates using PBPK modeling to derive target tissue dose estimates for lung tumors in mice; derived a cancer potency using the linearized multistage dose-response model with inhaled dose; and then computed the air concentrationsassociated risks for exposed workers. (112) OSHA supported use of PBPK modeling in the methylene chloride rule making based on considerations including the following. (112) • The major pathway for metabolism must be well-described in multiple species and relevant minor pathways must also be described; in the model, metabolism must be adequately described. ; (168) NIOSH (72) ).
• The proposed mechanism of action must be plausible and well supported by empirical data.
• The putative carcinogenic pathway must contain plausible proximate carcinogens and these pathways must have been measured in test animals (in addition, the kinetic description of that pathway in humans should be supported by (at a minimum) in vitro data; and contributions of other pathways to carcinogenesis adequately modeled or ruled out).
• A correlative relationship between the dose surrogate (tissue dose) and tumor response in animals must be demonstrated.
• Chemical-specific biochemical parameters must have been measured experimentally, especially those to which the model results were most sensitive.
• The models (for test species and human) must have been validated with data not used in model development; the human data must be sufficient to assess uncertainty and variability.
The PBPK model and approach to model application used by OSHA (112) in their quantitative risk assessment ( Figure 6 ) were based largely on earlier methylene chloride modeling efforts by Clewell and colleagues. (113) While this quantitative risk assessment is now over 15 years old, the types of evidence considered and the model development, evaluation, and application processes continue to be highly relevant. PBPK modeling of methylene chloride and its application to quantitative risk assessment remain active areas of scientific endeavor. (114, 115) Other proposed occupational exposure limits (OEL) or guidance values have been developed using PBPK modeling. These examples demonstrate the use of PBPK modeling to extrapolate from one population effect level to another (trichloroethylene), (37) for interspecies extrapolation and uncertainty factor refinement (glycol ethers), (40) and discriminating among multiple potential "key" effects under different exposure scenarios (methyl iodide). (43) Additional information on these three examples is provided in section S1 of the online supplemental material. Guidance for the application of such models for developing exposure guidance that is also applicable for occupational scenarios is available. (10) 
Hybrid Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)-PBPK for Category 2 Gases
Category 2 gases and vapors are defined as being "moderately water soluble and rapidly reversibly reactive or moderately to slowly irreversibly metabolized in respiratory tract tissue." (4) For such substances, respiratory absorption kinetics are quite complicated in large part because the possibility exists that fractional absorption will change with inspired concentration. (116) This may result from saturation of metabolic pathways and/or depletion of tissue substrates (e.g., glutathione) at high exposure concentrations. This phenomenon has been demonstrated for many vapors. (117) (118) (119) For example, due to saturation of local metabolism, URT uptake efficiency for styrene in the mouse (at flow rates approximating the minute ventilation) ranges between 44% to 10% at inspired concentrations of 5 and 200 ppm, respectively. (117) Vapors that are metabolized in the respiratory tract are typically metabolized in the liver as well. Due to saturation of nasal metabolism the fraction of inspired vapor that is metabolized in the respiratory tract versus the liver differs widely with inspired concentrations. (120) Such nonlinear behavior complicates quantitative risk assessment as fractional absorption in the nose and fractional penetration to the lungs at high concentrations used in inhalation toxicity FIGURE 6. Process for OSHA methylene chloride PEL development and risk estimate. (112) In developing their final rule, OSHA used Bayesian analysis to fit their model to multiple pharmacokinetic data sets for mice and humans to arrive at estimates for posterior distributions of PBPK model parameter values. Using these posterior parameter distributions, estimates of the dose surrogates (production of metabolites via the glutathione-S-transferase [GST] pathway in the lung) produced in the key mouse bioassay were computed. OSHA conducted analyses using the human PBPK model with a baseline set of parameters for the GST pathway derived from the mouse values via allometric scaling and an alternative human GST pathway parameter set derived by incorporating human in vitro metabolism data using the parallelogram approach (as described in Reitz et al. (169) ). The mouse lung dose surrogates were used as inputs to derive the parameters for the linearized multistage cancer dose-response relationship. The human lung dose surrogates for the new PEL were then computed using the human PBPK model, and working lifetime cancer estimates derived from the 95 th percent upper confidence limit of the baseline and alternative dose surrogates. studies may differ substantially from that at the OEL. A benefit of dosimetry modeling is that such nonlinear behavior can be captured and incorporated into the estimation of internal dose during inhalation, thus reducing uncertainty in human risk evaluation.
Two approaches have been used for detailed modeling of Category 2 gases and vapors: a detailed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach and a hybrid CFD-physiologically based pharmacokinetic approach (CFD-PBPK). CFD models are extraordinarily useful in understanding local fluxes of vapor into specific anatomical sites and, consequently, are well suited to understand the role of local dose delivery relative to regional injury. The nasal dosimetry modeling of hydrogen sulfide provides an example of detailed local dose predictions via a CFD approach for a Category 2 gas. (121, 122) Hybrid CFD-PBPK models typically provide more anatomically defined detail to the tissue phases, allowing for uneven distribution of enzymatic activity between epithelial and submucosal tissues and between respiratory or olfactory epithelium or the nose. These models also allow for differential blood flow throughout the respiratory tract, and by coupling the respiratory tract to the whole body allow for modelling the systemic absorption and redistribution of vapor. (123, 124) This approach has been used to describe nasal dosimetry of acetic acid, ethyl acrylate and diacetyl (125) (126) (127) and upper-and lower-airway dosimetry of styrene and diacetyl. (120, 123, 124, 128) Styrene provides an example of a hybrid CFD-PBPK approach. Inhaled styrene is tumorigenic in rodents; and styrene oxide, a cytochrome P450 generated metabolite, has been proposed to be critically involved in the cancer mode of action. (123) A CFD-PBPK hybrid model was developed to estimate dosimetry of styrene and styrene oxide in the bronchiolar airways of the mouse, rat and human ( Figure 7) . (123) The nose, conducting airways, terminal bronchioles, and alveoli were each treated individually with each including mucus, epithelium, and submucosa layers (Figure 8 ). Vapor was allowed to FIGURE 7. Schematic diagram of PBPK model for styrene dosimetry. (123) Inhaled styrene passes through the upper respiratory tract, conducting airways, terminal bronchioles and alveolar (pulmonary) regions of the lung. Vapor can be absorbed into the blood in each of these regions (see Figure 8 ). Absorbed vapor is distributed throughout the body, which is models as compartments for poorly perfused tissues, richly perfused tissues, fat and liver as is done in classical PBPK models. A sub-model is used to describe styrene oxide disposition throughout the body. Styrene oxide is a cytochrome P450 monooxygenase metabolite that can be generated in the tissues labeled P450. transfer from air into tissue (and vice versa) based on air phase mass transfer coefficients, and within tissue allowed to diffuse based on its molecular diffusivity. Cytochrome P450 activities were assigned to each tissue based on direct measurements; the model also included phase II detoxification pathways in each tissue. The model was validated against ten independent data sets ranging from close-chamber uptake to tissue measurements of styrene and styrene oxide following styrene exposure. Tissue levels of styrene oxide were then used as an internal dosimeter to interpret and extrapolate animal toxicity data to humans. An advantage of this modeling approach is that the tissue metabolic parameters were measured by direct experimentation and incorporated into specific tissues (e.g., epithelia) in specific locations (e.g., bronchioles). This approach enhances confidence in the predictions for metabolite levels. Moreover, by including the differing metabolism rates in the rodent versus the human, the model reduces uncertainty in extrapolating animal data to humans. A disadvantage of this approach is that it does not provide anatomical detail with respect to local tissue doses within a given airway.
It should be recognized that any modeling approach requires simplifying assumptions and therefore, represents an estimation technique. To date, most, but not all, modeling approaches have assumed respiration can be represented by constant velocity continuous inspiration. Respiration is cyclic, and the absorption/desorption behavior in cyclic respiration may be critical for some vapors. (124, (129) (130) (131) This is an area for future studies.
It should also be noted that inhalation toxicity studies involve resting, sedentary nose-breathing rats. Particularly for vapors which induce lower airway injury, the sensitive individuals in the workplace may not be resting, but may be exercising, nose-breathing, and hyperventilating. Were this the case, then modeling approaches may need to be extended (after extrapolation of the animal model to humans) to include adjustment from resting to exercising conditions. For one vapor (diacetyl) it has been estimated that delivery to the bronchiolar airways of the exercising human may exceed that in the sedentary rat by as much as 40-fold. (124) OTHER DOSIMETRY CONSIDERATIONS A s discussed in previous sections, the main uses of dosimetry models and methods in risk assessment include the estimation of the internal, biologically effective dose to the target tissue (in animals or humans), and the adjustment of an animal critical effect level to humans. Several additional and possibly growing uses of dosimetry modeling are discussed in this section.
Route-to-route Dose Extrapolation (to Derive OELs for Inhaled Substances)
Extrapolation of effect levels identified via one route of exposure to another (untested) route of exposure is an approach that allows a risk assessor to more fully utilize the available toxicity database, when test data by the primary route of interest are limited. This application of route-to-route extrapolation is a common practice in OEL derivation as many current ACGIH TLVs; AIHA WEELs, and OELs derived by companies are based on toxicity data derived from oral-dosing studies. Testing by the oral or dermal route generally does not permit contact with the mucous surfaces of the airways, so effects at these locations cannot be adequately evaluated through testing conducted by other routes. For example, an OEL based on robust oral-dosing systemic studies might be very justifiable for protection from systemic effects (e.g., liver toxicity), but such data would not necessarily be informative as to whether sensory irritation of the upper respiratory tract could occur at the derived OEL. Thus, the most common limitation of route-extrapolation for inhalation exposures is the uncertainty surrounding the potential for not capturing portal of entry (i.e., respiratory tract) effects. For this reason, the inhalation effect levels estimated by extrapolation from toxicology studies from other routes of exposure should be compared to any available data for the inhalation route to assess the reasonableness of the derived OEL when considering potential route-specific respiratory tract effects. One approach to address this issue is to weigh the evidence based on mode of action principles and screening bioassays for irritant potential and then adjusting the OEL via the application of uncertainty factors related to database insufficiency. Another approach is to use data directly from irritant screening assays (e.g., RD 50 assays) to calculate a provisional OEL and compare this result to the OEL derived for systemic effects. These techniques are described more fully by Maier et al. (132) A second important consideration for route-to-route extrapolation is the extent to which orally or dermally dosed compounds are systemically available. (133, 134) For example, if a compound is poorly absorbed by the oral route, those effects which are observed are attributable to a systemic dose which is lower than the applied dose, and hence the compound is more potent than it appears on the basis of applied dose alone. In addition, if a compound is extensively metabolized at the portal of entry prior to systemic distribution, the lack of systemic effects may be an artifact of the lack of any meaningful delivery to systemic tissues, and a route of exposure which bypasses organs with substantial metabolic capability may produce an effect. Because blood flow from the GI tract passes through the liver prior to the rest of the body, this "first-pass" metabolism effect can yield differences in systematic bioavailability between oral and inhalation exposures to the same administered dose. Some OEL derivation methods (e.g., Naumann et al. (135) ) include a specific absorption factor adjustment for this reason.
where OEL is the occupational exposure limit (e.g., in mg/m 3 ), POD is the point of departure (e.g., NOAEL, LOAEL or BMDL) for the test route (e.g., in mg/kg body weight), BW is body weight (e.g., in kg), UF c is the composite uncertainty factor, V is the volume breathed over the time period of concern (e.g., in m 3 ), and BCF is the bioavailability correction factor. Additional examples of using PBPK modeling in route-toroute extrapolation for OEL derivation is provided in section S2 of the online supplemental material.
A recent evaluation of oral-to-inhalation extrapolation concluded that, as a general rule, the route-to-route adjustment based on differences in absorption is not reliable, especially for substances causing local (portal of entry) effects. (136) However, within certain constraints, and particularly when FIGURE 9. Flow-chart for consideration of route-to-route extrapolation. (4, 170) Abbreviation: Structure-activity relationshiop (SAR).
used for screening purposes only (rather than standard setting), route-to-route extrapolation can be useful in the context of evaluating worker exposures. A flow-chart for consideration of route-to-route extrapolation is shown in Figure 9 . For a detailed discussion of the principles and considerations in using routeto-route extrapolation in setting exposure guidance, the reader is referred to the U.S. EPA guidance. (4) 
Temporal Considerations in Dose Estimation
Although the development and application of appropriate and validated dosimetry or PBPK models is always preferable for dose estimation, the use of these models (vs. default assumptions) is particularly important for accurate dose estimation when a nonlinear relationship exists between the external exposure and the internal dose to the target tissue. Nonlinearity in the exposure-dose relationship can result from capacity limitation in the uptake, distribution, metabolism, and/or excretion of a toxicant (e.g., saturation of a receptor or enzyme). The dose rate can affect the internal dose, for example, by the overwhelming of clearance mechanisms at a high dose compared to the effective clearance of an equivalent total dose delivered at a lower rate. In these cases, the default dosimetry adjustments may provide poor estimates of the true dose (and response), and thus estimates used to derive human-equivalent POD for the OEL derivation may not be accurate. PBPK and BBDR models that describe the biological mechanisms influencing dose over time can more accurately predict the temporal effects of dose and reduce uncertainty compared to default approaches. (22) PBPK models have also been proposed for use in adjusting 8-hr OELs for unusual work shift schedules (e.g., >8-10 hr/d or >40-hr workweek), (137) based on the MOA of systemic toxicants. These models require information in humans on the blood:air and tissue:blood partition coefficients, chemical metabolism rate, organ volumes and blood flows, and ventilation rates. The relevant dose metric for most systemic toxicants in these models is either integrated tissue dose or total amount of parent chemical metabolized.
An approach to estimating the cumulative internal dose over time or from multiple routes of exposure) in order to better predict systemic effects is to develop a Biological Exposure Index (BEI). (44, 138) BEIs are also used to evaluate effectiveness of workplace exposure controls by providing a measure of internal dose (e.g., through specimens of urine, blood, or exhaled air). Dosimetry modeling (e.g., PBPK) is especially useful in the development and validation of BEIs. (138) (139) (140) 
Prediction of Internal Dose
Dosimetry modeling can be used to estimate the internal dose at given exposures in a population. PBPK-based models can provide chemical-specific estimates of interspecies and interindividual differences in toxicokinetics (vs. UF of 4 extrapolating from animals to humans or UF of 3.3 within a human population). (30, 141, 142) For example, the default interspecies UF was reduced to 3 in the U.S. EPA methods due to the use of the DAF. (4) This factor may be reduced further when using more chemical-specific models. (30) However, it is important to note that chemical-specific or MOA class-based estimates may be higher or lower than the default factors. (143, 144) Dosimetry models are used to refine the approach many organizations use to apply uncertainty factors for OEL derivation (see Dankovic et al. (28) ). By providing science-based estimates of internal dose, dosimetry models can also be used to evaluate the degree of protection afforded, for example, by the existing (or proposed) OELs or under observed workplace exposure scenarios. This information may be used in margin of exposure (MOE) assessments or in risk characterization. The MOE can be defined as the ratio of a critical effect level (e.g., humanequivalent NOAEL or BMCL) to the estimated exposure(s) in a population. Risk characterization can then describe the health risk to a population at the given exposure(s). For example, Hissink et al. extrapolated from the rat NOAEL for cyclohexane inhalation to a HEC (on the basis of brain concentration of parent compound) using PBPK models. (145) While they note the MOE between the HEC and an OEL, no judgment was made as to the adequacy of the MOE. A similar example has been shown for N-methyl pyrrolidone. (146) Other types of MOE assessments include comparison of the predicted peak concentrations of acetone in richly perfused tissues of microelectronics fabrication workers with the expected concentration of acetone in richly perfused tissues of test animals exposed at the LOAEL for reproductive effects. (147) Delic et al. compared predicted rates of metabolism of chloroform and carbon tetrachloride (generation rate of reactive intermediates) in rodents exposed to the NOAEL to the rates predicted for worker populations exposed at the OELs. (148) Biomarkers were used in an evaluation of an MOE-based assessment compared to a risk assessment using default uncertainty factors. (149) Most dosimetry models provide predictions for the average conditions, but dosimetry models that describe inter-individual differences in the parameter values can be used to estimate the distribution of doses in a population and better characterize variability in dose estimation. More advanced methods (e.g., Bayesian population analysis using Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation) (150) are useful in providing estimates of the distributions of parameter values in a model, which can be useful in estimating sensitivity to exposures in a population. For example, an evaluation of inter-individual variability in a worker population in solvent doses was performed using PBPK modeling and Monte Carlo simulations. (151) The findings of these analyses are relevant to risk characterization and to the development and evaluation of OELs and BEIs.
Normalization of Doses in Alterative Testing Strategies
In the future, risk assessment may rely more on in vitro (cellular) and in silico (computational) studies, in order to reduce the use of laboratory animals and to increase the information available to evaluate the many substances without OELs (see DeBord et al. (152) for further discussion of these trends). Dosimetry will remain a key element in the interpretation and use of those data, as well as in validation efforts with comparison to in vivo data.
In vitro studies can quickly provide comparative toxicity among a large number of substances.
Challenges to implementation include the comparability of in vitro and in vivo responses and estimation of equivalent doses. Although such studies are still limited, several studies in recent years have shown good agreement between in vitro and in vivo dose-response relationships. For example, studies of poorly-soluble particles have shown good correlation between the in vitro and short-term in vivo inflammation-related responses to poorly-soluble particles when dose is expressed as the total surface dose of particles per surface area of epithelial cells either in the petri dish or in the alveolar region of rat lungs. (153, 154) Dosimetry adjustment for nanoparticles has been shown to improve the estimation of the dose reaching the cells and better correlation with acute in vivo endpoints. (155) The In vitro Sedimentation, Diffusion and Dosimetry (ISDD) model accounts for differences in settling velocity based on particle size, density, and specific surface area to improved estimates of particle dose to cells. (156) Recent studies have also combined in vitro dose-response data with PBPK models to estimate the equivalent in vivo dose and predict response. For example, in vitro toxicity data and in silico kinetic modeling were used to estimate in vivo doseresponse curves for developmental toxicity from exposure to glycol ethers. (157) The in vitro effect concentrations (estimated using benchmark modeling) were used as input for the peak blood concentrations into a PBPK model to calculate the doses (mmol/kg) or inhaled exposure concentrations (ppm) of glycol ether that would result in these effect concentrations in the blood. The in vivo and in vitro dose-response curves showed good agreement, and the authors proposed using the in vitro and in silico predicted BMDL values as PODs in risk assessment.
Increased use of in vitro mechanistic and dose-response data in risk assessment for toxicity screening and exposure limit development is an area of active research (e.g., U.S. EPA's NexGen program), with applications to new substances such as nanomaterials. (158) Accurate description of dose in both systems will be key to evaluating the dose-response relationships in vitro and in vivo and to validating these methods for use in risk assessment. (159, 160) 
DISCUSSION: CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENTING DOSIMETRY MODELS AND METHODS IN RISK ASESSMENT AND OEL DERIVATION
T he application of models and methods that account for dosimetric principles can improve the accuracy of internal dose estimation for quantitative assessment. However, the challenges to the implementing these more complex dosimetry approaches in standard practice include: a precedence for default approaches; the relative ease of use, and the extent of validation required. The hierarchal approach for dosimetry model selection (Table II) has been used as standard procedure in the U.S. EPA RfC methods. (4, 5) This approach has also been proposed to extend and "harmonize" dosimetry modeling for noncancer and cancer endpoints and for acute versus chronic exposures, with consideration of the MOA. (4, 161, 162) Dosimetry models and methods have advanced considerably in recent decades based on the mathematical description of biological observations and principles. Models to predict the deposition and clearance of spherical particles have been well characterized and validated and some are freely available (e.g., MPPD (34) ). Modeling software for nonspherical particles and fibers has not yet been developed to the same extent. Gas dosimetry methods include simple interspecies adjustments (4) as well as PBPK models for specific substances, although these models require more specialized expertise. Examples of (164) Loizou et al. (163) Human 
Mercer et al.; (175) Stone et al.; (176) Boxenbaum; (18) Fiserova-Bergerova (138) Particle size definitions Criteria for airborne sampling of particle size fractions by probability of deposition in human respiratory tract regions ACGIH (44) (moderate fee for purchase); ACGIH; (177) Lioy (52) the available tools and resources for use in dosimetry modeling and risk assessment are provided in Table IV . PBPK models incorporate the biological mechanism data to more accurately estimate the tissue dose. However, to evaluate and validate these models for their applicable uses, standardized criteria and procedures are needed, which include: (1) transparency of model documentation and weight of evidence of the hypothesized mode of action; (2) independent review of the models; and (3) consistent model evaluation approaches. (163, 164) To be most useful, PBPK models must also be shown to be robust to dose prediction for a range of conditions given appropriate data. (165) Guidance on the use of PBPK models for developing exposure limits has been published. (10, 166) The options for dosimetry estimation methods in risk assessment will ultimately depend on the type of data available.
Limited data necessitates the use of nonspecific default approaches, whereas more detailed and chemical-specific data may enable the use of physiologically-based models. Validation of PBPK and BBDR model predictions, as well as incorporation of population-based distributions of parameters values, are needed for wider acceptance of these models in risk assessment and development of OELs. 
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